On Wednesday 6th November, YR had a visit from Mr Lean (a parent) who has previously worked for NASA. He told the children about Space and showed them how big a rocket is compared to St Bede’s school. The children then took a ‘virtual’ journey to space from St Bede’s watching the journey to Space.

Mr Lean told us about the moon, robots that are on Mars and what scientists are looking for when they are looking at Space. Soon there is going to be a new robot put into Space. Mr Lean has kindly signed up for Ladybirds and Butterflies to have their class names written onto the robot. So our class names will go off to Space, how exciting!

Thank you very much to Mr Lean for giving up his time. We all really enjoyed finding out more! Report-ed by Mrs Adams

Yr 1 lessons in the woods—
On Thursday afternoon Year 1 spent the afternoon in the woods as part of our creative curriculum and science lessons (pictures overleaf). We created homes for hedgehogs ready to keep them cosy in the winter although lots of children had found other animals such as bugs were already moving in! We then made some art based on the artist Andy Goldsworthy using leaves,
This is my Commandment:

That you love one another as I have loved you

Jn 15: 12

As pupils, staff, governors and parents of St Bede’s Catholic Primary School, Our Mission is to live by the values of Jesus

This week’s Awards

Mission Hearts
Amelia M, Eseosa I, Olivia G, Johnny T, Federico A-G

WOW Awards

Twigs and other objects found on the forest floor. It was a great to be outside and learning in the fresh air!

Reported by Miss Draper

Boys’ Shoes—Some of our boys are starting to wear black trainers rather than school shoes. The photos below illustrate what we accept in school and what is not permitted. If your son is currently coming to school in trainers, please can you provide the correct footwear as soon as possible. Thank you.

Have a great weekend...
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